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Editorial

What is Indian about the IJPP ?

The spirit of enquiry and freedom of thought, which form the pillars of
science, are a part of basic human nature. These forces have led to the finest expression
of human creativity whenever and wherever allowed free play. The irrepressible nature
of the same human spirit motivated the genius of Galileo, and very recently, the
people of Eastern Europe. The collective expression of the finest forces that impel
mankind resulted in the growth of ancient civilizations in India, China, Greece, Egypt
and Rome~ and relatively recently the European renaissance. Growth of science encouraged
by the renaissance, and the growth of technology encouraged by scientific progress
has revolutionized our life style during the century which is now coming to a close.
The glamour of gadgets can sometimes obscure the bedrock of scientific values underlying
the edifice of present day civilization.

Like the citadels of civilization, the scene of scientific excellence has been
changing with the time8. William Harvey travelled from England to Padua to gratify
his curiosity. In the 19th and early 20th century, Indians travelled to England for
further studies. Lately, the show has been stolen by the U.S.A. The periodic shifts
indicate that localization of scientific activity is related more to socio-economic realities
than to localisation of talent. In short, the scientific spirit is as universal as science
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itself. As a result, scientists all over the world share a feeling of fellowship that unites
them py virtue of their common devotion to the search for truth. This applies to
natural sciences and basic medical sciences even· more than clinical medicine. A
clinical journal can successfully retain a regional bias by concentrating on articles
dealing with locally prevalent diseases. But the physiology of man and the way the·
body reacts to drugs is not much affected by geographical boundaries. It is in recognition
of the universal nature of science that we have incorporated some distinguished scientists
from outside India in ~e Advisory Board starting with the first issue this year. In the
subsequent issues you might see more such names and also a fair sprinkling of articles
from countries outside India. We have resolved to elevate the IJPP to a journal of
in;ernational relevance and repute during the last decade of this century. We appeal
to our readers and well wishers everywhere in the world to contribute some of their
best articles to the IJPP. Without this help, it will not be possible for us to achieve
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our mission. By now, you might be wondering what is Indian about the IJPP? The
answer is: only the place of publication.


